BUILDING BRAIN BRIDGES ACROSS FOUR GENERATIONS AT WORK ™

How Can Four Different Generations Work Well Together?
Eve Abbott shares new discoveries about the human brain so your multigenerational team gets better results, with less stress. Experience the crossgenerational brain style connection in this interactive program of easy and proven
communication tips. All four distinct generations will be more integrated by using
e-mail, phone and project best practices.

Join Us for a Cross Generational Performance Tune Up:
¾ Discover how to use your personal best brain-style (Visual, Auditory & Kinetic) to
boost your performance while reducing misunderstandings.
¾ Master cross-generational e-mail and phone systems so you can invest
more time in keeping your customers (and boss!) satisfied.
¾ Gain a real business edge by using successful communications with every generation:
Traditionalists, Boomers and Generations X and Y.
Ms. Abbott’s clients range from S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. to Hewlett Packard including
Nixon Peabody, LLP and Bank of America.
Contact Ms. Abbott when you are ready for each team member to save 20 hours a month - time they put back into their jobs. You don’t spend more on technology and they don’t
work longer days!
About Eve Abbott and A Brain New Way to Work
Since 1988, Eve Abbott has pioneered brain-based productivity systems for
executives and entrepreneurs. Teams learn how to work together at least
25% more productively through her lively programs and hands-on
consultations.
Ms. Abbott is the author of, How to Do Space Age Work with a Stone Age
Brain™. Says Jeffrey Fox, the bestselling “Rainmaker” author, “If Time is
Money, then Eve’s books and trainings will make you a lot of money.”
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